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Introduction A web application is a web site with server-side functionality. Web applications allow greater user interaction than a straightforward web site. An online shopping site is a typical example of a web application. The application can allow the user to search for products, and complete orders online. Many web applications involve reading or storing information in databases. A Java web application includes Java programs which are executed on a web server. The web server must be capable of running Java. Most standard web servers do not have this ability. To support a Java web application, a Java application server such as Jakarta Tomcat must be used. Tomcat can be used as a standalone web and application server, or as an add-on for popular web servers such as Apache. A Java application server is sometimes referred to as a servlet engine or servlet container. NetBeans includes a built-in version of Tomcat, and allows Java web applications to be developed and tested without leaving the IDE. There are two different kinds of server-side Java programs, Java Servlets and Java Server Pages (JSP). A web application can include either of these, or a combination of both.



Java Servlets A servlet is a Java class which runs on a Java web server. Java servlets have become popular as an alternative to CGI programs. The biggest difference between the servlets and CGI programs is that a servlet is persistent. This means that once it is started, it stays in memory and can fulfil multiple requests. In contrast, a CGI program disappears once it has fulfilled a request. The persistence of Java servlets makes them faster because there's no wasted time in setting up and tearing down the process. A servlet is usually invoked as the result of an HTTP request, which is usually the result of a web user clicking a link or submitting a form on a web page. The web server passes the request, together with any parameters (such as data in form fields) to the servlet container. The servlet executes – the result is usually in the form of HTML code, which is then returned to the user’s browser.
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Browser



Web Server Web page created by servlet (HTTP Response)



Form in web page



Web page created by servlet (HTTP Response)



Parameters to CGI program



servlet Servlet Container



Here is an example of a simple servlet: import import import import



javax.servlet.*; javax.servlet.http.*; java.io.*; java.util.*;



public class SimpleServlet extends HttpServlet { /** * Handle the HTTP GET method by building a simple web page. */ public void doGet (HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) throws ServletException, IOException { PrintWriter out; String title = "Simple Servlet Output"; // set content type and other response header fields first response.setContentType("text/html"); // then write the data of the response out = response.getWriter(); out.println("








"); out.println("" + title + "
"); out.println("This is output from SimpleServlet."); out.println("
"); out.close(); } } Note that the HTML is created within the out.println calls, and the content type has to be specified as “text/html”.
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Note also that the set of API packages in this example must always be imported for a servlets to compile.



Servlet classes – GenericServlet and HttpServlet A servlet must implement the Servlet interface. The easiest approach to take is to subclass and existing class which implements Servlet, for example the GenericServlet class. The Servlet interface defines the following methods: service public void service(ServletRequest request, ServletResponse response) throws java.io.IOException This method contains the code to respond to user requests. It’s parameters are the request and response objects. These contain all the information about the user request from the browser and the information to be returned to the browser. They are similar to the request and response built-in JSP objects. init public void init() Called after the servlet is first loaded and before it handles any requests. Can be overridden if specific initialisation is required for a servlet. destroy public void destroy() Called before the servlet is unloaded. There is another prebuilt servlet class, the HttpServlet class. HttpServlet has extra methods, and works with different classes of request and response objects. The extra methods are associated with providing separate methods for handling GET and POST requests. The methods are: doGet public throws doPost public throws



void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) ServletException, java.io.IOException doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) ServletException, java.io.IOException



These methods are similar to the service method, but allow the two request methods to be handled by different code. The example above extends HttpServlet and overrides doGet to handle GET requests.
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The Servlet Life Cycle Each servlet goes through four phases: 1. 2. 3. 4.



loading initialisation execution cleanup



Loading A servlet can be loaded when: • • •



the web server starts up or, the system administrator asks the server to load a servlet or, a browser tries to access the servlet



Initialisation Calls the init method. Execution The servlet spends most of its time in this phase. It is basically waiting for requests and handling them as they are received. Cleanup A servlet is unloaded by administrator request or when the server shuts down. The destoy method of the servlet is called.



EXERCISE 1. Give three different valid class declarations for a servlet called MyServlet. 2. In a servlet which extends HttpServlet, which method should contain code to be executed to handle a request from a link in a web page? 3. Follow the instructions in the section “Web Applications in Netbeans” in these notes to create a NetBeans project called servlet and add a servlet using the code given here for SimpleServlet. Test the servlet.
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Java Server Pages Java Server Pages (JSPs) are basically web pages with embedded Java code. The Java code is executed on the application server before the page is returned to the browser. Most java servlets containers will run both servlets and JSPs. This is very similar to the way other application server languages such as Active Server Pages and ColdFusion work. A JSP consists of HTML code with Java code inside pairs of brackets like this: . The server sends the HTML code back together with any output from the Java code. The output from the Java code is added in to the HTML to replace the code which created it.



Example 1 – Displaying Variables The following example shows how to display the values of variables in a page.  Output:
  My course is  at Bell College
  My subject is   The code in between pairs of  tags is interpreted as Java, while the code outside these tags is interpreted as HTML and is not modified when the page runs. Two ways are shown of displaying variable values. You can use the built-in JSP object out, which has methods such as write and println. This is similar to using System.out in a console application. Alternatively, you can simply display a value by enclosing the variable name inside  tags. Requesting this JSP gives a web page with the following HTML source:
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 Output:
 My course is BSc Applied Computing at Bell College
 My subject is Software Development 3  In the browser, it looks like this:



Output: My course is BSc Applied Computing at Bell College My subject is Software Development 3



How a JSP runs When a browser requests a JSP, the server’s JSP engine converts the JSP into a Java class that displays the HTML code and executes the embedded Java code. The Java class is in fact a servlets. The JSP engine then compiles the servlet and executes it. The JSP engine checks to see if there is already a servlet running for the JSP to avoid unnecessary compiles. Part of the code of the generated servlet for the above example is shown here. Can you see how the JSP and the servlet are related? out.write("\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\n\r\nOutput:
\r\n"); String course = "Btech Applied Computing"; out.write("\r\nMy course is\r\n"); out.write(course); out.write("\r\nat Bell College
\r\n"); String subject = "Advanced Software"; out.write("\r\nMy subject is\r\n"); out.print(subject ); out.write("\r\n\r\n\r\n");



The JSP Lifecycle The JSP lifecycle is similar to the servlet lifecycle, except that it has an extra phase at the start – compilation. After this, the JSP becomes a servlet and follows the servlet life cycle. One difference is that the class created from the JSP is reloaded for each request.
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Example 2 - Declaring a method in a JSP All the code within the  tags and  tags in a JSP is converted into a single method in the generated servlet class. You cannot declare a method within a method in Java, so if you want to declare a separate method you specify that it is separate by enclosing it  tags. The example below shows declaration of a method called myMethod. The method is then called in the main method of the JSP.     You can either create a new project and web application for each example, or simply add each example as a new JSP in the current web application. You can also declare instance variables inside  tags.



Example 3 – An HTML form in a JSP An important use of JSP is to provide user interaction with a web page by processing the results of a form filled in by the user. There are two methods which can be used to request a web page. These differ in the way that parameters are included in the request. Form data is an example of parameters which can be attached to a request. •



GET – any parameters are appended to the URL, e.g. http://localhost/myPage.jsp?param1=value+param2=value2. This provides two parameter values to the jsp. Normal requests, i.e. typing an address into a browser address bar or clicking a link in a page, use the GET method. Forms can also be set to send their data using the GET method.



•



POST – parameters are sent after the request header – i.e. not as part of the URL. POST requests are usually the result of submitting forms.



The following example uses the same JSP to display a form and to process the results. It decides which of these it is required to do by checking the request method.
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If it is GET, then it displays the form. Submitting the form sends a POST request to the same JSP (assuming the JSP is called JspEx3.jsp). If the JSP receives a POST request, then it processes the parameters – in this case it simply displays their values. The Java code in the  tags includes an if statement to allow the page to select which action to do. Note that this process could be done with two separate JSPs, one to display the form and one to process it.   You entered the following information: 
Name:  
Email Address:  
 Please enter the following information: 
 Name:  
Email Address:  
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JSP Built-in objects TO make writing JSPs simpler, the JSP engine provides a set of built-in objects which can be used directly in your Java code, without having to be instantiated. The examples so far have used two of the JSP built-in objects, out and request. The full list is shown in the table. Information on the object classes can be found in the API documentation. OBJECT



PURPOSE



INSTANCE OF..



request



Data included with the HTTP Request, for example form variables HTTP Response data , for example header variables, cookies and content type Provides another way to access to all the other built-in objects associated with a JSP page and has useful utilities such as include and forward Contains data associated with a particular browser session Contains data shared by all servlets and JSPs within a web application The Writer used to send a response to the browser The configuration information for this JSP The current JSP – it is an alias for the this java keyword Useful for JSPs which are shown in response to an error. This is the error or exception that caused this error page to be invoked



java.servlet.HttpServletRequest



response



pageContext



session application



out config page exception



java.servlet.HttpServletResponse



java.servlet.jsp.PageContext



java.servlet.HttpSession java.servlet.ServletContext



java.servlet.jsp.JspWriter java.servlet.ServletConfig java.lang.Object java.lang.Throwable



Using the session object in a servlet Many of the techniques used in JSP can also be used in servlets. For example, data can be stored in a session object in a similar way. The difference is that servlets do not have built-in objects conveniently sitting around. The objects have to be declared and instantiated. To get the session object for a servlet, call the getSession method of the request. HttpSession session = request.getSession(); Note that the request and response objects had to be declared in the form of parameters for the service, doGet or doPost methods.
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Example 4 – Accessing a database You have already seen the Java code for connecting to the Northwind Access database. This code can be used with little change in a JSP. The example connects to Northwind (note that the DSN must have been set up) and displays the contents of the Shippers table. This example illustrates how packages are imported in a JSP. The java.sql.* package is required, and is imported using a page import statement in  tags.   "); } } catch (SQLException exc) { System.out.println(exc.toString()); }
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//Try to close the database connection try{ if (conn!=null){ conn.close(); } } catch(SQLException exc) { System.out.println("Error closing JDBC connection" + exc.toString()); } %> 



Example 5 – Using your own external classes The previous example showed that Java classes and packages can be imported for use in a JSP. You can also import your own classes. This example accesses the same database table as example 4, but stores the results in an ArrayList of Shipper objects. It then uses an Iterator object to extract the data again for display. The code imports the Shipper class which should be in a package called jspex5.     
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//This block queries the database try{ /* execute query */ stmt = conn.createStatement(); ResultSet results = stmt.executeQuery("select * from Shippers"); /* add each database row to List*/ while (results.next()) { ship = new Shipper(results.getInt(1),results.getString(2),results.getString(3)); l.add(ship); } } catch (SQLException exc) { System.out.println(exc.toString()); } /* use an Iterator object to view List elements */ System.out.println("List contents"); for (Iterator itr = l.iterator() ; itr.hasNext() ;) { ship = (Shipper) itr.next(); out.println(ship.shipperId + ", "+ ship.companyName + ", "+ ship.phone + "
"); } /* close the database connection */ try { if (conn != null) { conn.close(); } } catch (SQLException exc) { System.out.println("Error closing JDBC connection" + exc.toString()); } %> 
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Example 6 – Passing data from page to page When working with the web, there is no permanent connection between the browser and the server. The HTTP protocol has no concept of a session (an active connection between two participants). Each request for a page is a separate process as far as the server is concerned. JSP and servlets provide the notion of a session for a web application. The HttpSession object can store data relating to a user session. A user session is the process of a particular browser requesting a series of pages from the server. The HttpSession uses cookies to store the user’s session key on his computer so that the server can identify the source of the request. A cookie is a piece of information which is sent from the server to the browser, and which the browser sends back with each request. A potential problem with using sessions is that some users may have set their browsers to refuse cookies, in which case the server cannot track the session. JSP has a built-in object session, of type HttpSession. The following example illustrates storing data in the session object. It also shows passing data from one page to another by attaching parameters to a link URL. Both techniques are useful in real web applications. pageOne.jsp A simple HTML form which forwards two pieces of data to the next page using a POST request.   Student Name 
 Course 
  

  pageTwo.jsp Reads the form data. Places the student name in the session object using it’s setAttribute method. The attribute is given a key and the value. Note that the value of a session attribute can be any kind of object, e.g. Integer, Array, Vector, etc. The course value is written to the page inside the  tag which links to the next page. This means that the course becomes a parameter value attached to the URL. This is a GET request.  
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String studentName = request.getParameter("student"); String course = request.getParameter("course"); session.setAttribute("studentName",studentName); %> Student Name:  
Course:  
">Continue to Page 3 
 pageThree.jsp Retrieves the two values. Student name comes from the session object, using the getAttribute method. Note that it has to be cast to a String. Course comes from the request object as it was part of the GET request. This page simply links to the next page, with no data explicitly passed.   Student Name:  
Course:  
Continue to Page 4 
 pageFour.jsp The student name is still in the session object, and is retrieved as before. The course is no longer available as it was not placed in the session and has not been passed directly.   Student Name:  
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Example 7 – Logging in Many web sites ask users to log in before they can access certain pages. When the user logs in, information is stored in the session which tracks the user from page to page. This can be used to identify the user while browsing, and access information about that user from a database. The log in information may also be used to deny direct access to a page if the user has not logged in. For example, the user may log in, access a restricted page and then bookmark it. If the bookmark is selected in a later session, then it will give direct access to that page. To prevent direct access in this way, the restricted page should check the session for a valid login, and go to an error page if the user has not logged in during that session. In the example below, Login.jsp is a log in form. The data entered is checked against valid values in CheckLogin.jsp (this would in reality be done by querying a database using the supplied username and password). If the data entered is valid, the user is redirected to Welcome.jsp, and to Error.jsp otherwise. If Welcome.jsp is accessed directly without going via Login.jsp, the user is redirected to Error.jsp. Login.jsp   Please log in 
  Username 
 Password 
  

   CheckLogin.jsp Note that this JSP does not produce any HTML. The task done by CheckLogin.jsp might actually be more suitable for a servlet. 


userName = null; passWord = null; userOK = "user"; passwordOK = "password";



userName = request.getParameter("username"); passWord = request.getParameter("password"); if (userName.equalsIgnoreCase(userOK) && passWord.equalsIgnoreCase(passwordOK)){
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Software Development: 6. JSP and Servlets session.setAttribute("username",userName); session.setAttribute("password",passWord); response.sendRedirect(response.encodeRedirectURL( "/webapp/Welcome.jsp")); } else { response.sendRedirect(response.encodeRedirectURL( "/webapp/Error.jsp")); }



%> Welcome.jsp   Welcome  - you have logged in successfully
  Error.jsp   Authorisation failed 
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EXERCISE 1. Describe the process which happens between a browser requesting a JSP and the HTML output being returned to the browser. 2. What kind of request is sent when a user types this URL in a browser address bar? What parameters are included in the request? What JSP built-in object and method can be used to retrieve these parameters? http://hamilton.bell.ac.uk/web.htm?name=Joe+id=DFT567 3. Follow the instructions in the section “Web Applications in Netbeans” in these notes to create a NetBeans project called JspExamples and add a JSP using the code given here for JspEx1. Test the JSP. Repeat for the other JSP examples. Note that for example 5 you will have to also add a Shipper class in a package jspex5 – you can use the same code for Shipper that you have used in your JDBC exercises. For examples 3 and 6, you can use the HTTP Inspector, accessed from the Runtime window, to look at the HTTP parameters which are sent. 4. Modify Example 3 so that there are two separate JSPs, one to display the form and the other to process the results. 5. Example 6 shows data being stored as an attribute in the session object. You can also store data in the application object in the same way. Modify the example to do this. Use the Java documentation or another source of information to find out the difference between storing data in a session and an application. 6. Create your own database table, and create a web application using JSPs which allows you to display the data in the table and to delete a selected record from the table.
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Putting Java web applications together JSP or Servlets? A web application can be built from a combination of JSP and servlets. It is quite possible to build a JSP-only application or a servlet-only application. Each has is own advantages and disadvantages. JSP •



looks like HTML – easier for HTML designer to work with, obvious what the HTML will look like in browser



•



requires less Java knowledge – simple pages do not even need to declare Java classes



•



reloaded for each request – don’t have to unload when changed



•



easier to configure site – simply .jsp files in site directory



•



confusing if Java code is complex – mixture of Java and HTML can become messy and hard to follow



Servlets •



pure classes – not a mixture of Java and HTML, can be easier to follow code



•



requires Java knowledge



•



not reloaded for each request – must unload before changed version will load



•



harder to configure – server must know location of class files



A common view is that JSPs are suitable for displaying output, while servlets are suitable for handling requests and providing business logic (i.e. more complex operations such as database access and computations). They are often used together as follows • • • • •



user request comes in handled by servlet servlet performs business logic servlet calls a JSP to handle output JSP sends HTML to browser



In this structure, the servlet and the JSP work on the same request.
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Web Applications in NetBeans Making a web application work involves creating Java program files and web pages, and placing them in the correct directories for the web server to find them. This can be a complex process. Netbeans makes development simpler by allowing you to create a Web Module within a project, and handles the location of files for you. NetBeans also allows you to test your web application within the IDE using its built-in web server and web browser. It is a good idea, even when creating a single JSP, to work within a NetBeans project. This section describes how to create servlets and JSPs with NetBeans.



Creating a Servlet Select File > New Project. Choose Web under Categories and Web Application under Projects. Click Next.



Call the project Servlet - we will use the code from the SimpleServlet example in these notes. Choose a suitable location. Select Bundled Tomcat in the Server box, and accept the other defaults as shown in the figure.
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Click Finish. The special directory structure required for a web application is set up. This looks rather complex, but you will not need to deal with all the folders which are created. Note that a default JSP, index.jsp, is created in the Web Pages folder. Note that the sysmbol indicates a Web Application project.
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We are now ready to add a servlet to the project. Choose File > New File and select Web under Categories and Servlet under File Types. Click Next.



Enter SimpleServlet in the Class Name box. Enter servlet for the Package name – it is not a good idea to use the default package in web applications. Click Next.
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Accept the defaults in step 3. This step is important – do not miss it out! It sets up the URL which will allow a browser to find the servlet. Click Finish.



SimpleServlet is now created within a package called servlet in the Source Packages folder, as shown below.
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The SimpleServlet class has some basic servlet code which has been generated automatically. You should replace this with the code in the example in these notes. Replace all the code except for the statement:



package servlet; at the top, and build the project in the usual way. You are now ready to test the servlet. Right-click on the SimpleServlet class and select Run File. Running a servlet does the following: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Compiles the servlet class if necessary Launches the Tomcat web application server if it is not running Deploys the servlet to Tomcat Starts up a web browser Displays the servlet’s output in the default browser



You are given an option to supply parameters to the servlet. When you run the servlet you are basically sending a GET request to the server, specifying the URL of the servlet. It can be useful to add parameters to this request, but in this case leave the box as it is and click OK.



Note that the Deployment Progress Monitor dialogue is shown during deployment.
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The output should look like this:



The URL of the servlet is http://localhost:8084/Servlet/SimpleServlet Compare the servlet code, the source code received by the browser, and the browser view. The details of the HTTP request can be viewed in the HTTP Monitor window, which can be very helpful for finding the cause of problems with servlets.
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Creating a JSP Create a new NetBeans Web Application project called jspexamples in the same way as you did for the servlet. A Choose File > New File and select Web under Categories and JSP under File Types. Click Next. In Step 2 of the wizard, enter JspEx1 in the JSP File Name box. Do not change anything else. Click Finish.



A new JSP is added to the project in the Web Pages folder.
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The JspEx1 class has some basic JSP code which has been generated automatically. You should replace this with the code in example 1 in these notes.



You are now ready to test the JSP. Right-click on JspEx1 and select Run File. Executing a JSPdoes the following: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



Compiles the JSP if necessary Launches the Tomcat web application server if it is not running Deploys the JSP to Tomcat Starts up a web browser Displays the JSP’s output in the browser



The output should look like this:
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The URL of the JSP is http://localhost:8084/JspExamples/JspEx1.jsp Compare the JSP code, the source code received by the browser, and the browser view. Again, the HTTP Monitor shows details of the request.



The Runtime window shows the Web Applications which are running on the Tomcat server, and you can start and stop the server from here. In the figure below you can see that the Servlet and JspExamples applications are running.
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Sources of further information



Special Edition Using Java Server Pages and Servlets by Mark Wutka (Que 2000) This an excellent book on JSP and servlets, and has a lot of information on HTTP and web applications in general.



Java Servlet & JSP Cookbook by Bruce W. Perry (O’Reilly 2004) With literally hundreds of examples and thousands of lines of code.
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